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Simple Summary: Uveal melanoma (UM) is a rare type of intraocular malignancy, which often
gives rise to metastases. While treatment with immune checkpoint inhibitors is often effective in
the treatment of cutaneous melanoma metastases, it is hardly effective in the case of UM metastases.
Lymphocyte-activation gene 3 (LAG3) is a recently recognized immune checkpoint; we determined
the distribution of LAG3 expression and its ligands in three sets of primary UM. High-risk UM
(epithelioid cell type, loss of chromosome 3/BAP1 staining) had a higher expression of LAG3 and its
ligands, which correlated with the presence of infiltrating immune cells. We concluded that not only
LAG3 but also its ligands Galectin-3 and HLA class II are especially expressed in high-risk UM and
may be a target for adjuvant immunotherapy in UM.

Abstract: Uveal melanoma (UM) is a rare ocular malignancy which originates in the uveal tract, and
often gives rise to metastases. Potential targets for immune checkpoint inhibition are lymphocyte-
activation gene 3 (LAG3) and its ligands. We set out to analyse the distribution of these molecules
in UM. The expression of mRNA was determined using an Illumina array in 64 primary UM from
Leiden. The T lymphocyte fraction was determined by digital droplet PCR. In a second cohort
of 15 cases from Leiden, mRNA expression was studied by Fluidigm qPCR, while a third cohort
consisted of 80 UM from TCGA. In the first Leiden cohort, LAG3 expression was associated with the
presence of epithelioid cells (p = 0.002), monosomy of chromosome 3 (p = 0.004), and loss of BAP1
staining (p = 0.001). In this Leiden cohort as well as in the TCGA cohort, LAG3 expression correlated
positively with the expression of its ligands: LSECtin, Galectin-3, and the HLA class II molecules
HLA-DR, HLA-DQ, and HLA-DP (all p < 0.001). Furthermore, ligands Galectin-3 and HLA class II were
increased in monosomy 3 tumours and the expression of LAG3 correlated with the presence of an
inflammatory phenotype (T cell fraction, macrophages, HLA-A and HLA-B expression: all p < 0.001).
High expression levels of LAG3 (p = 0.01), Galectin-3 (p = 0.001), HLA-DRA1 (p = 0.002), HLA-DQA1
(p = 0.04), HLA-DQB2 (p = 0.03), and HLA-DPA1 (p = 0.007) were associated with bad survival. We
conclude that expression of the LAG ligands Galectin-3 and HLA class II strongly correlates with LAG3
expression and all are increased in UM with Monosomy 3/BAP1 loss. The distribution suggests
a potential benefit of monoclonal antibodies against LAG3 or Galectin-3 as adjuvant treatment in
patients with high-risk UM.
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1. Introduction

Uveal melanoma (UM) is a rare ocular malignancy which is especially seen in people
with a fair skin and light eyes [1,2]. Up to 50% of patients develop metastases and no
improvement in survival has occurred over the last 50 years [3,4]. The presence of an
inflammatory phenotype is associated with a bad prognosis and involves the presence
of a mixed leukocytic infiltrate, which is made up of tumour-infiltrating lymphocytes
(TIL), tumour-associated macrophages (TAM), and an increased HLA class I and II expres-
sion [5–9]. In spite of the presence of large numbers of lymphocytes and macrophages, local
immune responses are not effective against intraocular tumours and do not inhibit their
growth and metastases formation; instead, the presence of infiltrating leukocytes seems to
stimulate growth [10–12]. Overall, one can regard UM as having an immunosuppressive
environment, which is characterized by the presence of FOXP3+ regulatory T cells [8],
while macrophages may function as myeloid-derived suppressor cells [13]. We have sug-
gested that genetic changes, specifically loss of BAP1 expression, were responsible for the
influx of macrophages and lymphocytes, as well as for creating the immunosuppressive
environment [14]. In agreement with this, another study also showed the association
between loss of BAP1 and the infiltration of leukocytes and upregulation of genes related to
immunosuppression using CYTOF technology and, furthermore, showed that such genes
are expressed in UM metastases [15].

In order to obtain an effective immune response, it is important to find the reason
behind the unresponsiveness of the immune cell population. T cell responses are mod-
ulated through binding of stimulatory and inhibitory ligands to cell surface receptors.
Some of these ligands are known as immune checkpoints, which can prevent immune
overstimulation and auto-immune responses. Well-known immune checkpoints are cyto-
toxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4 (CTLA-4) and programmed cell death protein-1
(PD-1) [16,17]. Another immune checkpoint is lymphocyte-activation gene-3 (LAG3),
which is present on the surface of T cells, NK cells, and plasmacytoid dendritic cells [18].
The LAG3 protein forms a stable connection with HLA class II via its 30-amino acid loop
structure, and selectively binds to peptide-containing major histocompatibility class II
(MHCII) molecules [19,20]. Under normal circumstances, LAG3 may help to prevent auto-
immune responses, or excessive responses against viral infections [21]. However, tumour
cells may use immune checkpoints to avoid immune recognition and exhaust cytotoxic T
cells. LAG3 is highly associated and synergistic with PD-1 as it is co-expressed with this
immune checkpoint on CD4 and CD8 T cells: one study found that more macrophages,
CD3, CD4, and CD8 T cells were present in murine tumours when LAG3 and PD-1 were
both knocked out, which suggests that the combined deletion of these two factors alters
regulator T cell homeostasis while enhancing tumour immunity [22].

Recently, Durante et al. called attention to the potential role of LAG3 in UM, indicating
that LAG3 may be the dominant exhaustion marker in this malignancy [23]. Single cell
RNA sequencing showed that most CD8 cytotoxic T cells in UM expressed LAG3 at a
high level. The authors suggested that this was the reason that anti-PD-1 and anti-CTLA-
4 therapies were not effective [24,25]. Figueiredo et al. independently reported on the
presence of LAG3 in UM, and using the TCGA data, showed that an increased expression is
related to loss of BAP1 [15]. They reported an association between a high LAG3 expression
and a high rate of metastases.

Several studies have addressed the beneficial usage of anti-LAG3 therapy in different
malignancies: one monoclonal anti-LAG3 antibody, IMP321, was able to activate antigen-
presenting cells (APCs) and T cells in breast cancer [26]. Another anti-LAG3 therapeutic
approach proved efficacious with a high safety profile when it was combined with anti-PD-1
blockade in cutaneous melanoma patients [27,28].

While LAG3 is expressed on regulator T cells, it may interact with multiple cell surface
receptors, such as LSECtin, Galectin-3, and HLA class II. In general, the effectiveness of
targeted therapies is influenced by the expression of the target, and this also applies to
the use of monoclonal antibodies against immune checkpoints; with this assumption, we
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analysed not only the expression of LAG3 but also of its ligands in two new sets of primary
UM as well as in the TCGA dataset to determine how to identify patients who can be
targeted for adjuvant therapy.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Population

UM tissue was obtained from two groups of patients from the Leiden University
Medical Center (LUMC) in Leiden, The Netherlands: the first group consisted of 64
patients who underwent an enucleation for UM between 1999 and 2008, of which 51% were
male and 49% were female. The mean age at the time of enucleation was 61 years. The
mean follow-up time (defined as the time period between enucleation and death) was 83
months (range 2 to 229 months). Follow-up was updated in 2020. At the end of follow up,
17 (27%) patients were alive, 37 (58%) patients had died because of metastasis, four (6%)
had died because of other causes and six (9%) died with the cause of death unknown; the
second group from Leiden was made up of 15 patients who underwent an enucleation for
UM at the LUMC between 2016 and 2017: 60% of these patients were male while 40% were
female. The mean age at the time of enucleation was 59 years; the mean follow-up time
was 26 months (range 9 to 34 months). At the end of follow up, 13 (87%) patients were
alive, while 2 (13%) patients had died because of metastases. We also looked at mRNA
levels of tumours included in the TCGA database (n = 80) [9].

2.2. Chromosome Status

DNA was isolated from archived frozen tumour material using the QIAmp DNA Mini
kit (Qiagen, Venlo, The Netherlands). Chromosome 3 aberrations were detected by SNP
analysis using the Affymetrix 250K_NSP and Affymetrix SNP 6.0 array [14,29].

2.3. Illumina Array

Gene expression was determined on RNA obtained from archived frozen tumour
material using the Illumina HT12v4 array (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA, US) for LAG3,
Galectin-3, LSECtin, HLA class II (DRalpha, DQalpha1, DQbeta2, DPalpha1), and immune cell
markers (CD3, CD4, CD8, CD68, CD163), as described previously [30].

2.4. T Lymphocyte Fraction

The T cell fraction was obtained as previously described, by using a digital droplet
PCR (ddPCR) assay directed at a specific locus of the TCR-β gene [12,31].

2.5. Fluidigm qPCR

A Fluidigm qPCR (Fluidigm Corporation, South San Francisco, CA, USA) was per-
formed on 15 UM tumours from Leiden, as previously described [32]. Briefly, total RNA
(50–200 ng) was used for cDNA synthesis. Complementary DNA was diluted ten times
(1.25 µL) and amplified with 2.5 µL of Taqman Preamp master mix (Applied Biosystems,
Foster City, CA, USA) and 1.25 µL pooled primer mix for 14 cycles. QPCR reactions were
performed using Eva-green dye and the final results were collected using the BioMark
HD system (Fluidigm). Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), β-actin,
hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase 1 (HPRT-1), ribosomal protein L13a (RPL13a) and
hydroxymethylbilane synthase (HMBS) were used as reference genes. The geometric mean
of these reference genes was used to standardize the gene expression signals of interest.
The normalized data were log-transformed using Z-scores.

2.6. Statistical Analysis

Data were analysed by SPSS version 22.0 (SPSS, nc., Chicago, IL, USA). Graphs were
obtained by GraphPad Prism version 5.0 for windows (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA,
USA). The Spearman correlation was performed for correlations between non-parametric
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data. The Mann–Whitney U test was used to compare non-normal groups. A log-rank test
was used for the significance analysis of survival graphs.

3. Results
3.1. Association between LAG3 and High-Risk Characteristics of UM

We compared the expression level of LAG3 with the distribution of clinico-pathological
characteristics in a cohort of 64 cases of UM from Leiden, The Netherlands. For this, we
first sorted LAG3 expression from lowest to highest and observed two potential inflection
points (Figure 1). We subsequently separated the cohort into two groups, with expression
below and above the inflection point of 6.87. Forty-six tumours fell into the low expression
group, and 18 into the high expression group. LAG3 expression was increased in cases
with age >60 years (p = 0.04), in the presence of epithelioid cells (p = 0.002), and loss of
BAP1 staining as determined by immunohistochemistry (p = 0.001) (Table 1).
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Figure 1. LAG3 expression in UM. The LAG3 expression level of 64 UM as seen in an Illumina array
was sorted from low to high; we selected the inflection point of 6.87 to divide the cases into a low
and high expression group.

Table 1. LAG3 expression compared with clinico-pathological and genetic characteristics in a set of
64 UM. Groups were separated according to the inflection point of 6.87; L: low expression, H: high
expression. Using Pearson’s Chi-square test, p ≤ 0.05 is considered significant. Significant p values
are indicated in bold. Numbers in brackets represent percentages.

Number of Patients (%)

Clinical and Histopathologic
Characteristics

L H p

Gender
Male 23 (36%) 10 (16%)

Female 23 (36%) 8 (12%) 0.69

Age (Years) at Enucleation (SD)
≤60 26 (41%) 5 (8%)
>60 20 (31%) 13 (20%) 0.04

Cell Type
Spindle 21 (33%) 1 (1%)

Mixed/epithelioid 25 (37%) 17 (26%) 0.002
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Table 1. Cont.

Number of Patients (%)

Clinical and Histopathologic
Characteristics

L H p

Largest Tumour Diameter (LBD) in mm
<13.0 (median) 20 (31%) 7 (11%)
≥13.0 (median) 26 (41%) 11 (17%) 0.74

Tumour Prominence in mm
<8.0 (median) 24 (37%) 5 (8%)
≥8.0 (median) 22 (34%) 13 (20%) 0.08

Ciliary Body Involvement
Not involved 31 (48%) 9 (14%)

Involved 15 (23%) 9 (14%) 0.2

cTNM Stage (n = 62)
Stage I-IIB 27 (43%) 10 (16%)

Stage IIIA-IIIB 17 (27%) 8 (13%) 0.67

Metastasis
No 22 (34%) 4 (6%)
Yes 24 (37%) 14 (22%) 0.06

BAP1 status (n = 55)
BAP1 staining positive 24 (44%) 1 (2%)
BAP1 staining negative 15 (27%) 15 (27%) 0.001

3.2. Association between LAG3 and Cell Surface Ligands

As LAG3 on T lymphocytes binds to ligands on APCs or tumour cells, we subsequently
analysed which tumours express these ligands. LAG3 is known to form stable complexes
with different cell surface receptors such as LSECtin, Galectin-3, and HLA class II isoforms.
In the large Leiden cohort of 64 UM, expression of LSECtin and Galectin-3 was positively
correlated with LAG3 (both p < 0.001). Messenger RNA expression levels of the HLA class II
genes (HLA-DRalpha, HLA-DQalpha, and HLA-DQbeta2 and HLA-DPalpha1) were positively
associated with LAG3 expression (all p ≤ 0.001) (Figure 2; Table S1A).
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In order to validate our findings, we performed the same analyses using the TCGA
database of 80 UM samples [9] and found almost identical results: LAG3 expression showed
a positive correlation with LSECtin, Galectin-3, HLA-DRalpha, HLA-DQalpha, HLA-DQbeta2,
and HLA-DPalpha (all p ≤ 0.001) (Table S1B).

3.3. LAG3 and Inflammatory Phenotype

As we previously showed that monosomy of chromosome 3/loss of BAP1 are related
to the presence of an inflammatory phenotype [7,14], we checked the associations of
LAG3 with immune cell markers: LAG3 showed a positive association with the presence
of TILs and TAMs (Spearman correlation coefficient, CD3E R = 0.727, CD4 R = 0.596,
CD8A R= 0.832, CD68 R = 0.542, CD163 R = 0.485, all p < 0.001), as well as with HLA
class I expression (HLA-A probe 1 R= 0.712, HLA-A probe 2 R= 0.731, HLA-B R= 0.791, all
p < 0.001) (Table S1A); the same pattern was observed in the TCGA cohort (Table S1B).

As mRNA and RNAseq data show expression levels but not cell numbers, we addi-
tionally looked at the T-cell fraction as determined using a specifically developed ddPCR
that quantifies the rearranged T-cell genes [12,31]. A good correlation was present between
LAG3 levels and the tumour’s T lymphocyte fraction (R = 0.553, p < 0.001, Figure 2D).

3.4. UM with Monosomy 3 Express Higher Levels of LAG3 Ligands Than with Disomy 3

As we found a positive association between LAG3 expression and its ligands and
confirmed the association between LAG3 and loss of BAP1 expression/the presence of
monosomy 3, we wondered whether expression of LAG3 ligands would similarly show
associations with high-risk tumour characteristics. When looking at the Leiden 64-case
cohort, expression of Galectin-3 (p = 0.002), one of the probes for HLA-DRalpha (p = 0.02),
HLA-DQbeta2 (p = 0.02) and HLA-DPalpha (p = 0.01) was significantly higher in high-risk
M3 tumours compared with low-risk D3 tumours (Figure 3).
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In the TCGA cohort, we observed similar correlations: M3 tumours showed a higher
expression than D3 tumours for LAG3, LSECtin, Galectin-3, HLA-DRalpha, HLA-DQalpha,
and HLA-DPalpha (all p = 0.001, Mann–Whitney U test) (Figure S1).

As a control for the used mRNA/RNAseq expression levels, we analysed a second set
of 15 UM from Leiden by Fluidigm qPCR, and compared the expression of LAG3, HLA-DR,
and Galectin-3 between D3 vs. M3 tumours (Table 2). Similar to prior results, the mean
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value of LAG3 (p = 0.004) and HLA-DR (p = 0.004) was higher in M3 than in D3 tumours;
this was not the case for Galectin-3 (p = 0.61).

Table 2. Mean mRNA expression levels of different immune modulators defined by qPCR in UM
tumours (n = 15). A Mann–Whitney U test was performed. p ≤ 0.05 is considered significant
(indicated in bold).

Immune Modulator D3 (n = 9) M3 (n = 6)

Mean ± SD Mean ± SD p

LAG3 4 ± 3 98 ± 80 0.004
Galectin-3 1179 ± 1489 581 ± 345 0.61
HLA-DR 721 ± 606 4953 ± 4751 0.004

3.5. Association between LAG3 and Its Ligands with Survival

As monosomy 3 is associated with a worse prognosis, we then analysed the relation
between expression levels of LAG3, LSECtin, Galectin-3, and HLA class II molecules with
survival in the Leiden set of 64 UM (Figure 4). Tumours with a high expression of LAG3
(split at the inflection point into high and low, p = 0.01), Galectin-3 (split at the median,
p = 0.001), HLA-DRalpha (split at the median, p = 0.002), HLA-DQalpha (split at the median,
p = 0.04), HLA-DQbeta2 (split at the median, p = 0.02) and HLA-DPalpha (split at the median,
p = 0.007) were associated with a significantly worse metastasis-related survival, while
mRNA expression levels of LSECtin did not show an association with survival (p = 0.39).
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When we split the cohort in D3 and M3 cases, no significant differences were observed
in the survival of the D3 group (n = 24) (Figure S2) while in the M3 group (n = 40), increased
levels of Galectin-3 (split at the median, p = 0.05) and HLA-DRalpha (split at the median,
p = 0.02) were significantly associated with a worse metastasis-related survival (Figure S3).

3.6. LAG3 and Immune Modulators

Combining several monoclonal antibodies directed against checkpoint inhibitors as
treatment might boost the overall response to therapy in patients [27,28]. We therefore de-
cided to look at the correlation between expression of LAG3 and other immune modulators:
LAG3 showed a positive correlation with PD-1 (two-tailed Spearman correlation coefficient
R = 0.655, p < 0.001), CTLA-4 (R = 0.298, p = 0.02), IDO-1 (R = 0.759, p < 0.001) and one of
the probes of TIGIT (R = 0.413, p = 0.001), while it did not show a significance association
with TIGIT’s second probe (R = −0.207, p = 0.10) (Table S1A). Even higher associations
were seen in the TCGA cohort (Table S1B).

4. Discussion

High-risk primary UM is associated with inflammation and its metastases are non-
responsive to most current immunotherapy approaches. A treatment for metastases is
eagerly awaited: many different studies have tested anti-PD-1 and anti-CTLA-4 therapies
in UM patients, but results have been unsatisfactory, especially in comparison with metas-
tasized cutaneous melanoma, with very few complete or partial responses [13,33,34]. As
tumours with a high risk of developing metastases can be recognized because they carry
specific chromosome aberrations and mutations, developing an early adjuvant therapy for
preventing metastases would be most welcome. Such an adjuvant treatment proved useful
in cutaneous melanoma patients [35]. Chromosome 3/BAP1 loss is a leading event in the
development of the highest risk UM, which often give rise to metastases. A strong associa-
tion was observed between chromosome 3/BAP1 loss and an inflammatory phenotype,
consisting of a mixed arrangement of leukocytes and enhanced inflammation [7,8,14,15,36].
The recent study by Figueiredo et al. showed that BAP1 loss is associated with upregulation
of multiple genes responsible for immunosuppression including LAG3 [15].

The immune checkpoints that we specifically investigated were LAG3 and its ligands.
In our two Leiden cohorts, we had data on BAP1 immunohistochemistry, and we obtained
long-term follow-up information. We confirmed that high levels of LAG3 expression in UM
were positively associated with high-risk tumour parameters, such as epithelioid/mixed
cell type and chromosome 3/BAP1 loss, and described an association with the presence of
inflammatory cells. We show in several datasets that not only a high expression of LAG3
but also of its ligands is associated with bad survival rates. Recently, the group of Harbour
commented that LAG3 was the most dominant immune checkpoint molecule in UM [23].
They studied a small series of primary UM and metastases by single cell RNAseq analysis.
It might be that the CD8 cytotoxic T cell population in UM is functionally exhausted by
the LAG3-signaling cascade. Such a situation was described in follicular lymphoma, with
T cells forming a heterogenic population: some of the T cells which expressed PD-1 were
also LAG3 positive. The PD-1+LAG-3+ CD8 population was poor in cytokine production
compared with the group which was LAG3 negative and hence was immunologically
non-functional; moreover, in accordance with what we found in UM, the high level of
LAG3 correlated with worse survival in this disease [37]. Hoefsmit recently described that
liver metastases from UM patients often contain LAG3-expressing lymphocytes [38].

One of the ligands for LAG3 is LSECtin, a member of the selectin family, which is
highly expressed in liver tissue [39]. In one study, LSECtin was expressed on murine
B16 melanoma cells: interaction between LSECtin and LAG3 led to inhibition of Inter-
feron γ (IFNγ) secretion by CD8 T cells and reduced their cytotoxic activity, promoting
tumour growth [40]. We found positive associations of the expression of LSECtin with the
expression of LAG3 (p < 0.001), but no significant difference between D3 and M3 tumours.
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Galectin-3 is a type of lectin with immune checkpoint inhibitory activity through
its capacity to bind to LAG3 on CD8+ effector T cells. It can serve as a chemoattractant
for macrophages and is reported to be highly expressed during inflammation [41]. One
biological process in which this protein might be involved is the suppression of T cell-
mediated lysis: Galectin-3 was shown to interact with LAG3 present on CD8 cells in
pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma. Depletion of Galectin-3 improved CD8 cytotoxicity [42].
In cutaneous melanocytic lesions, melanoma and metastases more often displayed nuclear
and cytoplasmic Galectin-3 than naevi [43]. In accordance with what we observed, the
expression of Galectin-3 was identified as a marker for a low overall survival of different
cancers such as colorectal, ovarian, and non-small cell lung cancer, serving as an anti-
apoptotic, proangiogenic and invasive agent [44]. It was reported that Galectin-3 promotes
ocular inflammation and when knocked down, decreases angiogenesis signalling pathways
in human endothelial cells [45]. From these studies and the association of the elevated
expression of Galectin-3 and LAG3, we can assume that the interaction between Galectin-
3/LAG3 may take place in UM and may be a cause for the blunted activity of CD8 cells.

A third set of LAG3 ligands is made up of the HLA class II antigens, which are ex-
pressed on tumour cells, antigen-presenting cells, and a subset of T cells. These heterodimer
cell surface molecules consist of alpha and beta chains. The HLA antigens can present anti-
gens to CD4 T cells through binding to their T cell receptors. HLA class II molecules consist
of three isotypes: DR, DQ, and DP which differ slightly in structure [46,47]. Cutaneous
melanoma cells express high levels of HLA class II, which were shown to inhibit T cell
anti-tumoural activity through their LAG3 receptor [48]. In UM, HLA class II is expressed
in primary UM and carries prognostic significance [6]. In 1988, Jager et al. reported that
HLA class II is expressed in UM, although less than in HLA class I. Our prior study showed
that HLA-DQ was associated with increased numbers of infiltrating TILs [49]. When we
compared expression levels between D3 and M3 tumours in the 64-case Leiden cohort,
most class II molecules were higher in high-risk M3 tumours. We confirmed that HLA class
II expression was enhanced in M3 tumours by analysing the TCGA data and by testing a
second Dutch cohort of fifteen UM using Fluidigm PCR. It was been reported that HLA-DR
is the dominant isoform for antigen-restricted T cell stimulation with HLA-DQ contributing
less in different diseases [50–52].

IFNγ is a strong inducer for HLA class II molecules in UM [53]; we suggest a posi-
tive feedback loop between the tumour cells HLA class II expression, and the infiltrate:
genetically bad tumours with loss of one chromosome 3 and a mutation in the BAP1 gene
upregulate surface LAG3 ligands (LSECtin, Galectin-3, and HLA class II) to attract T cells
which express LAG3. High-risk M3 tumours not only contain more infiltrating lymphocytes
and macrophages, but also express higher levels of immune checkpoint inhibitors: we show
that LAG3 is co-expressed with other immune checkpoints (PD-1, CTLA-4, and IDO-1),
suggesting that the combination of anti-checkpoint therapies might be more appropriate in
UM than single anti-checkpoint antibodies, as others also find this appropriate in other
diseases such as cutaneous melanoma [27].

5. Conclusions

Taken together, our data demonstrate elevated expression levels of not only LAG3 but
also of its ligands in high-risk M3 tumours. Moreover, we indicate that a positive association
is found between the expression of LAG3 and its ligands with other immune checkpoints
and immune modulators. Experimental work in animals and clinical trials are indicated to
validate the potential of using LAG3 and its ligands as targets for immunotherapy in UM.
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Supplementary Materials: The following is available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/cancers13174445/s1, Figure S1: Comparison of gene expression of LAG3, CIITA, and HLA Class
II in 80 UM from TCGA cohort (D3 (n = 37) vs. M3 (n = 43)), in relation to the tumor’s chromosome
3 status. A Mann–Whitney U test was applied. Horizontal bars indicate mean gene expression,
Figure S2: Survival curves for LAG3, Galectin-3, HLA-DRA probe 1 and HLA-DPA in the Leiden D3
tumours (all split in two groups along the median), Figure S3: Survival curves for LAG3, Galectin-3,
HLA-DRA probe1 and HLA-DPA in the Leiden M3 tumours (all split in two groups along the median),
Table S1: Correlation between mRNA expression levels (determined by Illumina array) of LSECtin,
Galectin-3, HLA Class II genes and infiltrate markers versus expression of LAG3 in: A. the Leiden
cohort (n = 64), and B. the TCGA cohort (n = 80). R = two-tailed Spearman correlation coefficient.
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